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teristically different set of artistic aims. Expressionist artists typically 
are interested in the depiction of personal emotions and feelings, 
subjective concerns that are often occupied with a protest against 
what is felt to be a hostile social milieu. Cubist artists, on the other 
hand, reject what is felt to be an Impressionist occupation with the 
mere rendering of evanescent effects of light and atmosphere. They 
strive to create pictorial alternatives to an optical conception of real-
ity through abstracting the shapes of objects and arranging them on 
a flat plane. Surrealist artists, unlike Impressionists, are concerned 
with the unconscious aspects of the psyche. They seek to liberate the 
creative unconscious through the use of a-logical automatic proce-
dures, startling jvixtapositions of unrelated objects, dream imagery, 
and private symbolism. 

Many of the goals that an artist has in making a work of art are related 
teleologically. There is a means-end relationship between and among 
them. Applying paint to canvas, for example, is a step Picasso took in 
order to realize the goal of producing a representation of the bomb-
ing of Guernica. Having an end in view, however, does not mean that 
an artist must be constantly thinking about goals in the process of 
making a work of art. Nor does it imply that an artist's goals cannot 
be modified in the process of creating a work of art. Artists often do 
change their goals as they receive feedback f rom the work and as their 
ideas and feelings evolve. 

TOWARDS ARTISTIC INTENTIONS 

An artist produces a work of art to convey meaning. Viewers who 
approach a work of art, therefore, do so on the assumption that it is 
meaningful. The will t ry to understand what has been produced. The 
first question to be asked concerns what the artist is doing or at tempt-
ing to do in making the work. In asking such a question, the viewer 
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is inquiring into the artist's goals. These constitute his or her inten-
tions in making the work. Many goals are readily recognized. Because 
these are recognized immediately, there is a tendency to overlook the 
role of one's cognitive background in making such understandings 
possible. Artist's intentions were shaped by the historical context in 
which they were adopted. Intentions are complex and shaped by cul-
ture. At least a part of an artist's intention is formed in light of the 
history of art itself. The artist intends to produce a work of a certain 
kind understood in light of the art of the time, and because of that it 
is often difficult to distinguish discussions of individual artists f rom 
discussions of the art world they participated in. In talking about the 
meaning of the work, it is often useful to have knowledge both of the 
artist's individual life and of the art world around it.121 

The ability to understand what Picasso was doing or attempting to 
do in painting Guernica quite literally depends upon the knowledge, 
beliefs, and understandings that a person brings to bear in scrutiniz-
ing his work. Viewers are able to understand much of what an art-
ist intended through scrutiny alone because artists have traditionally 
considered the perceptual and intellectual capacities of their audi-
ences. Someone who truly intended to represent a cat, for example, 
would not produce a configuration that would likely be read as an 
image of something else. Artistic intentions, then, are in some sense 
public matters, but understanding the intentions of an artist requires 
background information and knowledge. 

An intention is rarely the unambiguous and easily formulated pur-
pose of the artist one may have supposed. At any time a person has a 
variety of desires, some of which are relatively transient wishes, o th-
ers are long-sustained motives, and many lie between these extremes. 
These desires may be in conflict with each other and they certainly 
will not all be carefully thought through and articulated. Some of 
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them may never have been formulated at all, and the artist may be 
totally unaware of them, and yet they may be most important. 

If most works of art are comprehensible to some degree, circum-
stances of ten conspire to create estrangement between artist and 
viewer. In early and less complicated societies artists made work for 
a restricted audience that shared many of the same interests and be-
liefs. As a consequence, almost everyone was able to understand the 
work an artist produced. But as cultures expanded and grew more 
diverse, artists have tended to work for specific social groups whose 
ideas and values differed from others within the same community. 
The range of art objects available to the viewer is also greater now 
than ever. In earlier times someone's exposure to art would generally 
be limited to the relatively few works that were near at hand. Travel 
was difficult, museums were largely nonexistent, and books and re-
productions were scarce and inadequate. Now, art f rom the past as 
well as the present, f rom other cultures as well as our own, is readily 
available to anyone. 

There is yet another reason why average people find it difficult to 
understand works of art. As the making of art evolved from simple 
beginnings, it also grew more complex and reflexive. Artists were no 
longer content to serve the interests of other members of the society; 
they increasingly began to focus upon their own specialized interests. 
Artists of the twentieth century have of ten made it a point to stand 
apart f rom general society, and individual aesthetic and personal con-
cerns have come to the fore. Fine arts throughout much of their 
history reflected the values and concerns of the communities artists 
served; now art tends to reflect the interests and concerns of a much 
smaller segment of society. 
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Works of art, then, are inherently problematic. Even though of what 
artists intend to do is available through observation full understand-
ing is not automatically recoverable through scrutiny alone. Back-
ground knowledge is also necessary. Artistic intentions can also be 
ascertained through interviews with the artist or through public 
statements in which the artist reveals Iiis or her goals, either directly 
or through inference. The psychic activities that lead us to infer that 
there in front of us at a certain place there is a certain object of a cer-
tain character are generally not conscious activities, but unconscious 
ones. Finally they are equivalent to conclusions, to the extent that the 
observed action on our senses enables us to form an idea as to the 
possible cause of this action. So, there are similarities between the 
result of unconscious inferences and those of conscious conclusions. 
Familiarity with the milieu in which an artist works can also assist 
viewers in understanding an artist's intentions. Part of this milieu is 
the physical setting in which an artist works. Knowledge of personal 
events in the life of an artist can also help viewers determine intent. 
The social and cultural milieu in which artists work also shapes their 
goals and aspirations. Knowledge of the artistic tradition that an artist 
inherits of ten allows viewers to infer artistic goals. 

Because Picasso made a painting instead of a sculpture of Guernica, 
for example, viewers are entitled to infer that, like other painters, he 
intended to produce an arrangement of shapes and colors on a flat 
surface, not a three-dimensional object to be viewed from multiple 
vantage points. Because he was painting a public mural instead of an 
intimate easel painting, viewers can infer that, like other muralists, 
he did not desire to produce an object that should be scrutinized for 
its subtle textural and painterly effects. Because he used elements of 
Expressionism, Cubism, and Surrealism, viewers can infer a cluster 
of artistic goals Picasso shared with other artists who worked in these 
same stylistic idioms. And because he combined these stylistic idi-
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oms, viewers can infer that his artistic intentions differed f rom those 
other artists. 

A central conception of cognitive art education is transfer, an ability 
to apply one's learning in new situations. Theoretical problems that 
develop form assumptions of transfer have been discussed widely.122 

Whether methods and exercises specific to developing aesthetic 
perception can maintain integrity in art educational programs may 
influence whether the goal of heightened aesthetic experience is 
achieved. 

Marjo Räsänen defines: "When discussing the theoretical bases for 
assumption of cognitive transfer one needs to consider both the cog-
nitive characteristics and processes that are considered integral to 
the study of art, and those that are initiated by art experiences and 
then later transferred to and utilized in non-art contexts. Both mak-
ing and exploring art involve a form of thinking that opens the ways 
to multiple systems ot knowing and experiencing. Thinking there is 
an interaction among modes of thought means that the benefits of 
art study go beyond their own artistic cognitive outcomes. Artistic 
cognition consists of constructed, visual forms that are analogous, 
though not isomorphic; to experience . . . art study is a mind-builder 
different f rom any other subject area . . . art calls for interpretation. 
Artistic cognitive benefits consist of abilities of translation and trans-
fer opening up the possibilities of multiple meanings".12 ' A principal 
virtue of cognitivism is its ability to explain and sustain a number 
of ways in which people actually think and talk about art related to 
aesthetics.124 

If the power and/or meaning in an aesthetic experience are to be used 
as a measure of the quality ot an artwork, the experience must be a 
genuine aesthetic experience as that has been defined. Sentimental 
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experiences and trance experiences can also be powerful and carry 
meaning. In order to have weight for the evaluation of an art work, 
the power and meaning in the experience must be directly caused by 
the work itself, and not, for instance, the result of some chain of as-
sociation lor w hich the work was only the first link. 

When attempting to evaluate a work of art based on one's experience 
o f t h a t work, one must be reflective, interrogating one's thoughts and 
feelings to be sure of their source. Without substantial self-knowl-
edge, it is difficult, if not impossible; to know whether what one is 
experiencing has its origins in the artwork or in one 's own psycho-
logical makeup. The concept of transfer is connected to higher-order 
thinking, which Lewis and Smith define as a broad te rm including 
problem-solving, critical thinking, creative thinking, and decision-
making.125 

Focusing upon artistic intentions as a way of coming to understand 
a work of art stands in sharp contrast to formalist conceptions of 
art criticism. Formalist critics believe it is a mistake to appeal to an 
artist's intentions, a mistake they label the intentional fallacy.126 For 
the formalist, artistic intentions are private thoughts, mental events 
that occur just before or during the process of artistic creation. They 
argue that attempts to ascertain what these are send critics off on a 
fruitless quest for biographical and contextual knowledge and away 
f rom the work of art itself, the proper locus of critical concern. For 
formalist critics such 'external evidence" can only be an unreliable 
indicator of meaning. They reason that such knowledge is of ten una-
vailable, either because artists are no longer living or because they 
may not remember what their thoughts were. Then again, artists 
sometimes exaggerate when describing their intentions. Critics are 
thus faced with a dilemma, and, as formalists argue, are bet ter of 
seeking an understanding of a work of art through careful examina-
tion of its internal evidence. 
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A number of misconceptions underlie the anti-intentional thesis. 
One concerns the nature of artistic intentions themselves. First, con-
trary to what formalists believe, critics who seek to understand artis-
tic intentions are not concerned with transitory thoughts that occur 
in minds of artists but rather with the goals that artists seek to attain 
in creating works ot art with states of mind rather than with mental 
events. Second, the state of mind of the artist is not private but has a 
public character. Because making a work of- art involves an at tempt 
to convey meaning, many of these goals will be available to viewers 
directly. Furthermore, such goals, shaped by beliefs can be inferred 
through investigation into the societies and cultures in which the art-
ists live. Critics are not forced to rely solely upon what artists are 
willing to reveal. Third, formalist critics draw an arbitrary distinc-
tion between internal and external evidence. No viewer approaches 
a work of art with an innocent eye, but always with certain kinds of 
background knowledge that affects how the internal evidence of a 
work is perceived. Viewers who know more about an artist and the 
content in which works of art are created are able to see and under-
stand more than viewers who lack such knowledge. 

Works of art should have the capacity to afford aesthetic experi-
ence for which content-oriented and affect-oriented accounts can 
be given. Aesthetic properties are in any case response-dependent, 
and they are neither merely detected nor merely projected. Common 
conceptual frameworks obtained through social conditioning might 
explain the convergence of aesthetic predication. We value artworks 
because they afford the opportunity for us to exercise our sensibili-
ties, to recognize and to distinguish different qualities in the appear-
ance of things. The aesthetic properties of artworks alert us to the 
qualitative dimensions of the world at large and improve our capaci-
ties for discovering them. That is why aesthetic properties enliven 
our experiences. Aesthetic cognitivism claims that some works of art 
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can supply us with a deeper understanding of human nature and the 
human condition by imaginatively illuminating our experiences, and 
also the greatest scientific achievements are those that have made 
fundamental contributions to human understanding.12 ' 

Although viewers customarily seek to understand works of art in 
terms of artistic intentions, there is also another assumption under-
lying their interaction with works of art. Part of our contemporary 
concept of a work of art is that it is an artifact to be intellectually and 
imaginatively apprehended by viewers and thus function as a source 
of insight and enjoyment. This assumption might possibly be the re-
sult of social and cultural developments that have led over the past 
few centuries to contemporary ideas of the aesthetic. Andre Malraux 
has remarked that a "Romanesque crucifix was not regarded by its 
contemporaries as a work of sculpture; nor Cimabue's Madonna as a 
picture. Even Pheidias' Pallas Athene was not, primarily, a statue. '"2 8 

These artifacts are now understood in a different way than they were 
in the cultures of their origin. 

Whether or not this is peculiarly modem concern, it is nonetheless a 
genuine assumption that contemporary viewers bring to bear in their 
approach to works of art. With this assumption has come the idea 
that meaning lies partly outside the intentions of an artist. There may 
be more (or less) in a work of art than its artist intended, and specta-
tors have a legitimate role in uncovering what one might call aesthetic 
understanding of a work of art. This concern arises for a number of 
reasons. One is that information about an artist or the culture in 
which the artist lived may be inadequate or unavailable. We know 
little about the culture that produced the cave paintings at Lascaux, 
France, and even less about indiv idual artists themselves. Even when 
information about a culture and artist is available/ surviving lords 
may be inadequate. There a large gaps in our knowledge about the 
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cultures and artists of the past. When a viewer encounters a work of 
art produced in such circumstances, the best that can be done is to 
speculate about what an artist intended, recognizing that there may 
be no decisive solution to specific questions. 

Artistic developments have also affected the way viewers have come to 
understand works of art. T. S. Eliot observed that works of art are not 
only influenced by the tradition f rom which they emanate, but they 
also modify that tradition.129 What he meant is that later works of art 
create new and different possibilities for understanding earlier works. 
All of these situations, then, underscore a particular attitude with 
which viewers approach works of art. If viewers assume that works of 
art are outcomes of intentional activity, they of ten assume that they 
are aesthetic objects as well. As such, they are looked upon as sources 
of the kind of intellectual enjoyment that comes about through the 
imaginative use of one's perceptual and cognitive faculties. 

The intentional and aesthetic understandings suggest that viewers 
have an active role in responding to works of art. Such an assumption 
is confirmed by the findings of psychologists and others concerned 
with visual perception. It is now common to observe that perception 
and conception are not isolated but rather conjoined in a viewer's 
response to a work of art. Perception of a work of art is best under-
stood as an active effort aimed at obtaining understanding. As such, 
it parallels other kinds of efforts that people make in integrating ex-
perience into coherent wholes. '30 Philosophers, for example, have 
noted that aesthetic response possesses a structure similar to efforts 
aimed at establishing meaning in such disparate disciplines as sci-
ence and the law. Michael Polanyi characterizes all of these as species 
of " f rom-to" knowing.131 Aesthetic perception, like other modes of 
productive thinking, he argues, involves an imaginative synthesis of 
initially chaotic elements. In perceiving a work of art, we call up our 
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past experience, background theory and knowledge, bodily aware-
ness, and present concerns. From these tacit elements we project an 
understanding based upon the clues presented in a work of art. 

The imaginative element in aesthetic perception, as well as in scien-
tific discovery, has aroused the attention of philosophers in recent 
years. Much has been made of line drawings of ambiguous figures to 
illustrate what occurs when viewers perceive a work of art. In observ-
ing a figure such as the famous duck-rabbit, for example, viewers first 
see the figure in one way and then in another. 

Aesthetic properties give humanly accessible shape to things, and 
they evoke curiousness. Aesthetic experience involves the construc-
tive powers of the mind, and aesthetic experience is of overwhelming 
importance to art. According to Carroll, aesthetic experience is com-
prised of design appreciation and the detection of aesthetic proper-
ties.132 This is a matter of attention to and contemplation of aesthetic 
qualities and artistic forms. Aesthetic experience does not represent 
the only kind of legitimate response to art. Cognitive and moral ex-
periences may be equally appropriate. 

VISUAL AND LINGUISTIC CONNECTIONS 

l o think is to make connections. The connections of interest to the 
symbol systems are the internal connections between the elements of 
self-sufficient media or symbol systems. It legitimises only thought 
that stays within the terms of a symbol system. Integrated learning 
calls for connections across as well within symbol systems, whatever 
the result may be. Especially it is a question of connections between 
visual and linguistic elements. The reason is that much of the mean-
ing of the works of art lies in their relations with the world we live 
in, including personal and collective purposes, the culture around us. 
And culture is accessible mostly through language, but the cultural 
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